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On the S. Banach Problem on Surjections
Eugene V. Tokarev
Dedicated to the memory of S. Banach.
Abstract. Is shown that any separable superreflexive Banach space X may
be isometricaly embedded in a separable superreflexive Banach space Z =
Z(X) (which, in addition, is of the same type and cotype as X) such that
its conjugate Z∗ admits a continuous surjection on each its subspace (and on
each separable space Y ∗ that is conjugate to some space Y , which is finitely
representable in X). This gives an affirmative answer on S. Banach’s problem:
Whether there exists a Banach space X, non isomorphic to a Hilbert
space, which admits a continuous linear surjection on each its subspace and
is essentially different from l1?
1. Introduction
A long standing problem, which is contained in remarks to the last section of
S. Banach’s monograph [1] is:
Whether there exists a Banach space X, non isomorphic to a Hilbert space,
which admits a continuous linear surjection on each its subspace and is essentially
different from l1?
Such a property of Banach spaces will be referred as to the surjection property.
Of course, if X = W ⊕ l1, where W is an arbitrary separable Banach space,
then X enjoys the surjection property. However, up today there are known no any
other examples of Banach spaces with this property.
In the article it will be shown that any separable superreflexive Banach space
X may be isometricaly embedded in a separable superreflexive Banach space Z =
Z(X) (which, in addition, is of the same type and cotype as X) such that its
conjugate Z∗ admits a continuous surjection on each its subspace (and on each
separable space Y ∗ that is conjugate to some space Y , which is finitely representable
in X).
An idea of the construction is quite simple. Consider a superreflexive separable
Banach space X . It generates a class X<f that consists of all spaces which are
finitely representable in X (exact definitions will be given below).
Assume that a class X<f is quotient-closed, i.e. that any quotient Y/Z of any
space Y , which is finitely representable in X , also is finitely representable in X .
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Consider a some envelope X0 of this class - i.e. a such Banach space X0 ∈ X
<f
that any Y ∈ X<f of dimension dim(Y ) ≤ dim(X0) is isometric to a subspace
of X0. The existence of envelopes in every class X
<f was proved in additional
assumption of the continuum hypothesis (CH) in [2]; the (CH) from this result was
eliminated in [3].
Immediately, (X0)
∗ has the surjection property.
Indeed, for any subspace W →֒ X its conjugate W ∗ is isometric to a quotient
of X0: W
∗ = (X0)
∗∗
/W⊥ = X0/W
⊥ (since X is superreflexive). Since X<f is
assumed to be quotient closed, X0/W
⊥ ∈ X<f and, since its dimension is not
large then that of X0 and X0 was assumed to be an envelope, W
∗ is isometric to
a subspace of X0. Hence its conjugate W
∗∗ = W is isometric to a quotient of X0.
Since W →֒ X0 was arbitrary, X0 has the surjection property.
So, the main problem is: to built such quotient closed classes X<f .
As it will be shown below, for any superreflexive Banach space Y it may be
constructed a such quotient closed class X<f that Y is finitely representable in
X ; X is of the same type and cotype as Y and, in addition, class X<f contains a
separable space X0, which may be called an approximate envelope: for every ε > 0
and any separable space Z ∈ X<f there exists an isomorphic embedding i : Z → X0
such that ‖i‖
∥∥i−1∥∥ ≤ 1 + ε. As was mention before, a (separable) conjugate space
(X0)
∗
enjoys the surjection property.
Below will be shown that constructed spaces have nice symmetric (or, rather,
almost symmetric) properties, that are dual to some properties of classical spaces
of almost universal disposition.
2. Definitions and notations
Definition 1. Let X, Y are Banach spaces. X is finitely representable in Y
(in symbols: X <f Y ) if for each ε > 0 and for every finite dimensional subspace
A of X there exists a subspace B of Y and an isomorphism u : A → B such that
‖u‖
∥∥u−1∥∥ ≤ 1 + ε.
Spaces X and Y are said to be finitely equivalent if X <f Y and Y <f X.
Any Banach space X generates classes
Xf = {Y ∈ B : X ∼f Y } and X
<f = {Y ∈ B : Y <f X}
For any two Banach spaces X , Y their Banach-Mazur distance is given by
d(X,Y ) = inf{‖u‖
∥∥u−1∥∥ : u : X → Y },
where u runs all isomorphisms between X and Y and is assumed, as usual, that
inf ∅ =∞.
It is well known that log d(X,Y ) defines a metric on each class of isomorphic
Banach spaces. A set Mn of all n-dimensional Banach spaces, equipped with this
metric, is a compact metric space that is called the Minkowski compact Mn.
A disjoint union ∪{Mn : n < ∞} = M is a separable metric space, which is
called the Minkowski space.
Consider a Banach space X . Let H (X) be a set of all its different finite
dimensional subspaces (isometric finite dimensional subspaces of X in H (X) are
identified). Thus, H (X) may be regarded as a subset of M, equipped with the
restriction of the metric topology of M.
Of course, H (X) need not to be a closed subset of M. Its closure in M will be
denotedH (X). From definitions follows thatX <f Y if and only ifH (X) ⊆ H (Y ).
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Spaces X and Y are finitely equivalent (in symbols: X ∼f Y ) if simultaneously
X <f Y and Y <f X . Therefore, X ∼f Y if and only if H (X) = H (Y ).
There is a one to one correspondence between classes of finite equivalence Xf =
{Y ∈ B : X ∼f Y } and closed subsets of M of kind H (X).
Indeed, all spaces Y from Xf have the same set H (X). This set, uniquely
determined by X (or, equivalently, by Xf ), will be denoted by M(Xf ) and will be
referred as to the Minkowski’s base of the class Xf .
Using this correspondence, it may be defined a set f (B) of all different classes
of finite equivalence, assuming (to exclude contradictions with the set theory) that
members of f (B) are sets M(Xf ). For simplicity it may be says that members of
f (B) are classes Xf itself.
Clearly, f (B) is partially ordered by the relation M(Xf) ⊆M(Y f ), which may
be replaced by the relation Xf <f Y
f of the same meaning. The minimal (with
respect to this order) element of f (B) is the class (l2)
f
(the Dvoretzki theorem); the
maximal one - the class (l∞)
f
(an easy consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem).
Other lp’s are used in the classifications of Banach spaces, which was proposed by
L. Schwartz [4].
For a Banach space X its lp-spectrum S(X) is given by
S(X) = {p ∈ [0,∞] : lp <f X}.
Certainly, if X ∼f Y then S(X) = S(Y ). Thus, the lp-spectrum S(X) may
be regarded as a property of the whole class Xf . So, notations like S(Xf) are of
obvious meaning.
Let X be a Banach space. It is called:
• c-convex, if ∞ /∈ S(X);
• B-convex, if 1 /∈ S (X);
• Finite universal, if ∞ ∈ S(X).
• Superreflexive, if every space of the class Xf is reflexive.
Equivalently, X is superreflexive if any Y <f X is reflexive. Clearly, any
superreflexive Banach space is B-convex.
3. Quotient closed and divisible classes of finite equivalence
In this section it will be shown how to enlarge a Minkowski’s base M(Xf) of
a certain B-convex class Xf to obtain a set N, which will be a Minkowski’s base
M(W f ) for some class W f that holds the B-convexity (and, also, lp-spectrum) of
the corresponding class Xf and will be quotient closed.
Definition 2. A class Xf (and its Minkowski’s base M(Xf )) is said to be
divisible if some (equivalently, any) space Z ∈ Xf is finitely representable in any
its subspace of finite codimension.
Definition 3. Let {Xi : i ∈ I} be a collection of Banach spaces. A space
l2 (Xi, I) =
(∑
⊕{Xi : i ∈ I}
)
2
is a Banach space of all families {xi ∈ Xi : i ∈ I} = x, with a finite norm
‖x‖2 = sup{(
∑
{‖xi‖
2
Xi
: i ∈ I0})
1/2 : I0 ⊂ I; card (I0) <∞}.
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Example 1. Any Banach space X may be isometricaly embedded into a space
l2(X) = (
∑
i<∞
⊕Xi)2,
where all Xi’s are isometric to X. Immediately, l2(X) generates a divisible class
D2(X
f) = (l2(X))
f
which with the same lp-spectrum as X
f and is superreflexive if
and only if Xf is superreflexive too.
Remark 1. The procedure D2 : X
f → (l2(X))
f
may be regarded as a closure
operator on the partially ordered set f (B). Indeed, it is
• Monotone, i.e., Xf <f D2(X
f );
• Idempotent, i.e., D2(X
f ) = D2(D2(X
f));
• Preserve the order: Xf <f Y
f =⇒ D2(X
f ) <f D2(Y
f ).
It is of interest that extreme points of f (B) are stable under this procedure:
D2((l2)
f ) = (l2)
f ; D2((c0)
f ) = (c0)
f .
To distinguish between general divisible classes and classes of type D2(X
f ), the
last ones will be called 2-divisible classes.
Definition 4. A class Xf (and its Minkowski’s base M(Xf )) is said to be
quotient closed if for any A ∈ M(Xf) and its subspace B →֒ A the quotient A/B
belongs to M(Xf).
LetK ⊆M be a class of finite dimensional Banach spaces (recall, that isometric
spaces are identified). Define operations H , Q and ∗ that transform a class K in
another class - H(K); Q(K) or (K)∗ respectively. Namely, let
H(K) = {A ∈M : A →֒ B; B ∈ K}
Q(K) = {A ∈M : A = B/F ; F →֒ B; B ∈ K}
(K)∗ = {A∗ ∈M : A ∈ K}
In words, H(K) consists of all subspaces of spaces from K; Q(K) contains all
quotient spaces of spaces of K; (K)∗ contains all conjugates of spaces of K.
The following theorem lists properties of these operations. In iteration of the
operations parentheses may be omitted.
Thus, K∗∗
def
= ((K)∗)
∗
; HH(K)
def
= H(H(K)) and so on.
Theorem 1. Any set K of finite dimensional Banach spaces has the following
properties:
1. K∗∗ = K; HH(K) = H(K); QQ(K) = Q(K);
2. K ⊂ H(K); K ⊂ Q(K);
3. If K1 ⊂ K2 then H(K1) ⊂ H(K2) and Q(K1) ⊂ Q(K2);
4. (H(K))∗ = Q(K∗); (Q(K))∗ = H(K∗);
5. HQ(HQ(K)) = HQ(K); QH(QH(K)) = QH(K).
Proof. 1, 2 and 3 are obvious.
4. If A ∈ Q(K) then A = B/E for some B ∈ K and its subspace E. Thus, A∗
is isometric to a subspace of B∗. Hence, A∗ ∈ H(B∗), i.e., A∗ ∈ H(K∗). Since A is
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arbitrary, (Q(K))
∗
⊆ H(K∗). Analogously, if B ∈ K and A ∈ H(B) then A∗ may
be identified with a quotient B∗/A⊥, where A⊥ is the annihilator of A in B∗:
A⊥ = {f ∈ B∗ : (∀a ∈ A) (f (a) = 0)}.
Hence, A∗ ∈ (Q(K∗))∗, and thus (H(K))
∗
⊆ Q(K∗).
From the other hand,
H(K∗) = (H(K∗))
∗∗
⊆ (Q(K∗∗))
∗
= (Q(K))
∗
;
Q(K∗) = (Q(K∗))
∗∗
⊆ (H(K∗∗))
∗
= (H(K))
∗
.
5. Let A ∈ HQ(K). Then A is isometric to a subspace of some quotient space
E/F , where E ∈ K; F →֒ E. If B is a subspace of A then (A/B)
∗
= (E/F )
∗
/B⊥,
i.e. (Q (HQ(K)))
∗
⊆ Q (Q(K)∗). Because of
Q (HQ(K)) = (Q (HQ(K)))
∗∗
⊆ (Q (Q(K)∗))∗
⊆ H(Q(K)∗∗) = HQ(K),
we have
H(Q(H(Q(K)))) ⊆ H(H(Q(K))) = HQ(K).
Analogously, if A ∈ QH(K), then A is isometric to a quotient space F/E, where
F ∈ H(B) for some B ∈ K and E →֒ B. If W ∈ H(A), i.e., if W ∈ H(F/E), then
W ∗ = (F/E)∗/W⊥ and (F/E)∗ is isometric to a subspace E⊥ of F ∗ ∈ (H(B))∗.
Thus, (H(QH(K)))∗ ⊆ H((H(K))∗) and
H (QH(K)) = (H (QH(K)))
∗∗
⊆ (H (H(K)∗))∗
⊆ Q(H(K)∗∗) = QH(K).
Hence,
Q(H(Q(HQ(K)))) ⊆ Q(Q(H(K))) = QH(K).
Converse inclusion follows from 2.
Consider for a given 2-divisible class Xf its Minkowski’s base M(Xf ) and
enlarge it by addition to M(Xf ) of all quotient spaces of spaces from M(Xf ) and
all their subspaces. In the formal language, consider a set H(Q(M(Xf ))).
For any class W f the set N = M(W f ) has following properties:
(C) N is a closed subset of the Minkowski’s space M;
(H) If A ∈ N and B ∈ H(A) then B ∈ N;
(A0) For any A, B ∈ N there exists C ∈ N such that A ∈ H(C) and B ∈ H(C).
Clearly, H(Q(M(Xf))) has properties (C), (H) and (A0).
Theorem 2. Let N be a set of finite dimensional Banach spaces; N ⊂ M.
If N has properties (C), (H) and (A0) then there exists a class X
f such that
N = M(Xf ).
Proof. Since (A0), all spaces fromNmay be directed in an inductive isometric
system. Its direct limit W generates a class W f with M(W f ) ⊇ N. As it follows
from the property (C), M(W f ) contains no spaces besides that of N. Hence,
M(W f ) = N.
Another proof may be given by using an ultraproduct of all spaces from N by
the ultrafilter, coordinated with a partial ordering on N, which is generated by the
property (A0).
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Let X be a B-convex Banach space.
Let X = l2(Y ) (and, hence, X
f = D2(Y
f )). Consider the Minkowski’s base
M(Xf) and its enlargement H(Q(M(Xf ))) = HQM(Xf).
Theorem 3. There exists a Banach space W such that HQM(Xf) = M(W f ).
Proof. Obviously, HQM(Xf) has properties (H) and (C).
Since M(Xf ) is 2-divisible, then for any A,B ∈M(Xf) a space A⊕2B belongs
to M(Xf ) and, hence, to HQM(Xf ).
If A,B ∈ QM(Xf) then A = F/F1; B = E/E1 for some E,F ∈ QM(X
f).
Clearly, F/F1 ⊕2 E is isometric to a space (F ⊕2 E)/F
′
1, where
F ′1 = {(f, 0) ∈ F ⊕ E : f ∈ F1}
and, hence, belongs to QM(Xf ). Thus,
F/F1 ⊕2 E/E1 = (F/F1 ⊕2 E)/E
′
1,
where
E′1 = {(o, e) ∈ F/F1 ⊕2 E : e ∈ E1},
and, hence, belongs to QM(Xf ) too.
If A,B ∈ HQM(Xf) then A →֒ E, B →֒ F for some E,F ∈ QM(Xf).
Since E ⊕2 F ∈ QM(X
f ), also A⊕2 B ∈ HQM(X
f). Thus, HQM(Xf ) has a
property (A0). A desired result follows from the preceding theorem.
Definition 5. Let X be a Banach space, which generates a class Xf of finite
equivalence. A class ∗ ∗ (Xf ) is defined to be a such class W f that M(W f ) =
HQM(D2Y
f )
Clearly, W f is quotient closed. Obviously, Xf <f W
f . It will be said that W f
is a result of a procedure ∗∗ that acts on f(B).
Remark 2. The procedure ∗∗ : Xf → ∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
= W f may be regarded as a
closure operator on the partially ordered set f (B). Indeed, it is
• Monotone, i.e., Xf <f ∗ ∗ (X
f );
• Idempotent, i.e., Xf = ∗ ∗ (∗ ∗ (Xf ));
• Preserve the order: Xf <f Y
f =⇒ ∗ ∗ (Xf ) <f ∗ ∗ (Y
f ).
It is of interest that extreme points of f (B) are stable under this procedure:
∗ ∗ ((l2)
f
) = (l2)
f
; ∗ ∗((c0)
f
) = (c0)
f
.
Theorem 4. For any Banach space X a class ∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
is 2-divisible.
Proof. Let N = M(∗ ∗ (Xf)) . Since for any pair A,B ∈ N their l2-sum
belongs to N, then by an induction, (
∑
i∈I ⊕Ai)2 ∈ N for any finite subset {Ai :
i ∈ I} ⊂ N.
Hence, any infinite direct l2-sum (
∑
i∈I ⊕Ai)2 is finite representable in ∗∗
(
Xf
)
.
Let {Ai : i < ∞} ⊂ N is dense in N. Let Y1 = (
∑
i<∞⊕Ai)2; Yn+1 = Yn ⊕2 Y1;
Y∞ = lim
→
Yn. Clearly, Y∞ = l2 (Y ) and belongs to ∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
.
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Let ⋆ : f (B) → f (B) be one else procedure that will be given by following
steps.
Let X ∈ B; Y f = D2
(
Xf
)
. Let Y0 be a countable dense subset of M(Y
f );
Y0 = (Yn)n<∞. Consider a space Z = (
∑
n<∞⊕Yn)2 and its conjugate Z
∗. Z∗
generates a class (Z∗)
f
which will be regarded as a result of acting of a procedure
⋆ : Xf → (Z∗)
f
. Since (Z∗)
f
is 2-divisible, iterations of the procedure ⋆ are given
by following steps: Let Z0 is a countable dense subset of M((Z
∗)
f
); Z0 = (Zn)n<∞.
Consider a spaceW = (
∑
n<∞⊕Zn)2 and its conjugateW
∗. Clearly,W ∗ generates
a class
(W ∗)
f
= ⋆ (Z∗)
f
= ⋆ ⋆
(
Xf
)
.
Theorem 5. For any Banach space X classes ∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
and ⋆ ⋆
(
Xf
)
are iden-
tical.
Proof. From the construction follows that H(Z∗) = (QH(l2(X))
∗
and that
H(W ∗) = (QH(Z∗))∗ = (Q(QH(l2(X)))
∗)∗
= H(QH(l2(X)))
∗∗ = HQH(l2(X)).
Hence,
M((W ∗)f ) = HQM(Y f ) = HQM(D2(X
f)).
Theorem 6. Let X be a Banach space, which generates a class of finite equiva-
lence Xf . If X is B-convex, then the procedure ∗∗ maps Xf to a class ∗∗
(
Xf
)
with
the same lower and upper bounds of its lp-spectrum as X
f . If X is superreflexive
then ∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
is superreflexive too.
Proof. Obviously, if p ∈ S(X) and p ≤ 2 then the whole interval [p, 2] (that
may consist of one point) belongs to S(X) and, hence, to S(∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
). If p ∈ S(X)
and p > 2 then, by duality, p/(p−1) ∈ S
(
⋆
(
Xf
))
; hence [p/(p−1), 2] ⊂ S
(
⋆
(
Xf
))
and, thus [2, p] ⊂ S(X) ⊂ S(∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
). If p /∈ S(X) then p/(p − 1) /∈ S
(
⋆
(
Xf
))
by its construction and, hence, p /∈ S(∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
) by the same reason. Hence, if
pX = inf S(X); qX = supS(X)
then
S(∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
) = [pX , qX ] = [inf S(X), supS(X)].
The second assertion of the theorem is also obvious.
Remark 3. If X is not B-convex, then
⋆
(
Xf
)
= ⋆ ⋆
(
Xf
)
= ∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
= (c0)
f
.
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4. Bifinite representability and properties of classes of kind ∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
To show that classes ∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
(or, more exactly, classes
(
∗ ∗
(
Xf
))<f
of all
spaces Y that are finitely representable in ∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
, i.e. in any space of ∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
)
are indeed quotient closed in a sense of the introduction it will be needed some
more definitions.
Definition 6. (Cf. [9]) Let X, Y be Banach spaces. X is said to be bifinitely
representable in Y (shortly, X <ff Y ) if for every ε > 0 and for every pair of finite
dimensional subspaces A of X and A′of X∗ there exists a pair of subspaces B →֒ Y
and B′ →֒ Y ∗ and a pair if isomorphisms u : A → B and v : A′ → B′ such that
‖u‖
∥∥u−1∥∥ ≤ 1 + ε; ‖v‖ ∥∥v−1∥∥ ≤ 1 + ε and 〈ux, vx′〉 = 〈x, x′〉 for any pair x ∈ A
and x′ ∈ A′.
To formulate a criterion for validity a relation X <ff Y that was given in [9]
and to prove a desired results will be used a notion on ultrapowers.
Definition 7. Let I be a set; D be an ultrafilter over I; {Xi : i ∈ I} be a
family of Banach spaces. An ultraproduct (Xi)D is given by a quotient space
(X)D = l∞ (Xi, I) /N (Xi, D) ,
where l∞ (Xi, I) is a Banach space of all families x = {xi ∈ Xi : i ∈ I}, for which
‖x‖ = sup{‖xi‖Xi : i ∈ I} <∞;
N (Xi, D) is a subspace of l∞ (Xi, I), which consists of such x’s that
lim
D
‖xi‖Xi = 0.
If all Xi’s are all equal to a space X ∈ B then an ultraproduct is said to be an
ultrapower and is denoted by (X)D.
In [9] was proved that X <ff Y if there exists a such ultrafilter D that X
∗∗ is
isometric to a subspace Z →֒ (Y )D and there exists a projection P : (Y )D → Z of
norm ‖P‖ = 1 (in other words, X∗∗ is isometric to an orthogonal complementably
subspace of (Y )D.
Theorem 7. Let X, Y be Banach spaces. If X <ff Y then X
∗ <ff Y
∗.
Proof. From the previous discussion follows the existence of a such ultrafilter
D that (Y )D = X
∗∗ ⊕ Z; P : (Y )D → X
∗∗; P 2 = P ; ‖P‖ = 1. Hence, (Y )
∗
D =
X∗∗∗⊕Z∗ and X∗ is a range of a projection P ∗ : (Y )
∗
D → X
∗of norm one. From the
principle of local duality of ultraproducts (cf. [7]) follows that (Y )
∗
D and (Y
∗)D are
bifinitely equivalent (i.e. (Y )
∗
D <ff (Y
∗)D and (Y
∗)D <ff (Y )
∗
D; this is non-trivial
fact if Y is not superreflexive: it is known that (Y )
∗
D = (Y
∗)D if and only if Y is a
superreflexive Banach space). Thus, X∗ <f Y
∗.
Let Xf be a 2-divisible class; {Bi : i <∞} ⊂M(X
f ) be dense in M(Xf). Let
a space X⊕ ∈ X
f is given by
X⊕ =
(∑
⊕{Bi : i <∞}
)
2
Theorem 8. A Banach space Y is finitely representable in X if and only if Y
is bifinite representable in a space X⊕.
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Proof. Certainly, Y <ff X⊕ implies that Y <f X⊕ that is equivalent to
Y <f X .
To show the converse implication consider a set H(Y ∗∗), which will be assumed
to be indexed by elements of a some set J : H(Y ∗∗) = {Aj : j ∈ J}.
Let Sj = Sj(ε) = {i ∈ J : Aj ∈ H(Ai)} ∪ {ε}. It will be assumed that
Sj(ε1)≪ Sj(ε2) if ε1 ≥ ε2.
For any n ∈ N and any choosing {i1, i2, ..., in} ⊂ J there exists such j ∈ J that
Sj(ε) ⊂ Si1 ∩ Si2 ∩ ... ∩ Sin .
Indeed, from a property (A0), which are true for any Minkowski’s base follows
that there exists such j ∈ J that Aik ∈ H(Aj) for all k = 1, 2...., n .
Therefore a set {Sj(ε) : j ∈ J, ε > 0} may be extended to a some ultrafilter D
over J , which is concordance with the order ≪.
For i ∈ J and ε > 0 choose a space Bn(i) ∈ {Bk : k <∞} and an isomorphism
ui : Ai → Bn(i) with ‖ui‖
∥∥u−1i
∥∥ ≤ 1 + ε. Operators ui may be regarded as
embeddings operators ui : Ai → W . Let Pi : W → Bn(i) be projections of norm
one.
Consider an ultrapower (W )D and define an embedding J : Y
∗ → (W )D by:
Jy = u−1i Piui (y) if y ∈ Ai;
= 0 if y /∈ Ai.
Let (yi)i∈I be a family of elements of W . Consider a family (y
′
i)i∈I , which is
given by:
y′i = yi if yi ∈ Bn(i);
= 0 if yi /∈ Bn(i).
Let
Q (yi)D = w
∗ − lim
D
Piy
′
i,
where w∗ − limD means a limit by an ultrafilter D in a weak* topology of Y
∗∗.
Because of weakly* compactness of the unit ball of Y ∗∗ this limit exists.
Obviously, the operator Q ◦ J is identical on Y ∗∗. The operator R = J ◦ Q
defines a projection from (W )D onto Y
∗∗ of norm ‖R‖ = 1. Hence, Y <ff W .
Let X be a Banach space, Xf be a corresponding class. Xf is said to be
∗∗-closed if Xf = ∗ ∗
(
W f
)
for some W ∈ B.
Theorem 9. If Xf is ∗∗-closed, Y <f X and F →֒ Y then a quotient Y/F is
also finite representable in X.
Proof. Consider a dense sequence {Bi : i <∞} ⊂M(X
f ) and a space
X⊕ =
(∑
⊕{Bi : i <∞}
)
2
.
Certainly, Y <ff X⊕. Thus, Y
∗ <ff X
∗
⊕ , i.e., Y
∗ <f ∗
(
Xf
)
. Of course,
(Y/F )
∗
is isometric to a subspace of Y ∗ and, hence, is also finite representable in
∗
(
Xf
)
. Let {Ci : i <∞} ⊂M(∗X
f ) be a dense subsequence. Let
U⊕ =
(∑
⊕{Ci : i <∞}
)
2
.
Clearly, (Y/F )∗ <ff U and, hence, (Y/F )
∗∗ <ff U
∗. Since U∗ ∈ ∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
, then
(Y/F )
∗∗
<f X and thus Y/F <f X .
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At the last of this section, let us describe a set M(⋆
(
Xf
)
).
Remark 4. In the future instead ⋆
(
Xf
)
will be written ∗
(
Xf
)
Theorem 10. A procedure ∗
(
Xf
)
asserts to a Minkowski’base M(Xf ) of a
given class Xf a set M(∗
(
Xf
)
) = H
((
M(D2(X
f ))
)∗)
.
Proof. Let N = H
(
M(Xf )
)∗
. If A,B ∈M(Xf ) then A⊕2 B ∈M(X
f ) and
A∗⊕2B
∗ ∈
(
M(Xf )
)∗
. If A,B ∈ N then there exists E, F ∈
(
M(Xf )
)∗
such that
A →֒ E; B →֒ F . Since E ⊕2 F ∈ N, it is obvious that A ⊕2 B ∈ N too. Hence,
H
(
M(Xf )
)∗
satisfies properties (C), (H) and (A0) and is a Minkowski’s base of
some class V f .
Let A ∈ M(∗
(
Xf
)
). Then A ∈ H ((U⊕)
∗), where U⊕ = (
∑
⊕{Ci : i <∞})2
for a some sequence {Ci : i < ∞} which is dense in M(X
f ). Hence, A ∈
H
(
M(Xf )
)∗
.
Conversely, if A ∈ H
(
M(Xf )
)∗
then, obviously, A ∈ H ((U⊕)
∗) ⊂M(∗
(
Xf
)
).
Corollary 1. For any Banach space X classes ∗
(
Xf
)
and ∗ ∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
are
identical.
Proof. Let N = M(Xf ). Then, according to theorem 1 and its proof,
HN∗ ⊆ HQ (HN∗) = HQ (QN)∗ = H (HQN)∗
= (QHQN)
∗
⊆ (HQN)
∗
= Q (QN)
∗
⊆ HN∗.
Since M(∗
(
Xf
)
) = HN∗, M(∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
) = HQN, M(∗ ∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
) = H (HQN)∗,
theorem follows.
Corollary 2. Any class ∗
(
Xf
)
is ∗∗-closed.
Corollary 3. In a sequence Xf ; ∗
(
Xf
)
; ∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
; ∗ ∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
; ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
;
etc., all even members are identical. Among odd its members only the first one
(namely, Xf ) may differs from others.
Remark 5. Let Xf be a ∗∗-closed class. Classes Xf and ∗
(
Xf
)
are in duality
in a following sense: ∗
(
∗
(
Xf
))
= Xf .
5. Spaces of almost universal disposition
Recall a definition, which is due to V.I. Gurarii [5].
Definition 8. Let X be a Banach space; K be a class of Banach spaces. X is
said to be a space of almost universal disposition with respect to K if for any pair of
spaces A, B of K such that A is a subspace of B (A →֒ B), every ε > 0 and every
isomorphic embedding i : A→ X there exists an isomorphic embedding ıˆ : B → X,
which extends i (i.e., ıˆ|A = i) and such, then
‖ıˆ‖
∥∥ıˆ−1∥∥ ≤ (1 + ε) ‖i‖∥∥i−1∥∥ .
A look on proofs of [5] shows that in the construction of the classical Gurarii’s
space of almost universal disposition with respect to M the main role plays a
property of M, which may be called the isomorphic amalgamation property.
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Definition 9. Let X ∈ B generates a class Xf with a Minkowski’s base
M(Xf). It will be said that M(Xf ) (and the whole class Xf) has the isomor-
phic amalgamation property if for any fifth 〈A,B1, B2, i1, i2〉, where A, B1, B2 ∈
M(Xf); i1 : A → B1 and i2 : A → B2 are isomorphic embeddings, there exists a
triple 〈j1, j2, F 〉, where F ∈ M(X
f ) and j1 : B1 → F ; j2 : B2 → F are isometric
embedding, such that j1 ◦ i1 = j2 ◦ i2.
Theorem 11. Any 2-divisible quotient closed class Xf has the isomorphic
amalgamation property.
Proof. Let A, B1, B2 ∈M(X
f ); i1 : A→ B1 and i2 : A→ B2 are isomorphic
embeddings. Since Xf is 2-divisible, C = B1⊕2B2 ∈M(X
f). Consider a subspace
H of C that is formed by elements of kind (i1a,−i2a), where a runs A:
H = {(i1a,−i2a) : a ∈ A}.
Consider a quotient W = C/H . Since Xf is quotient closed, W ∈M(Xf ). Let
h : C → W be a standard quotient map. Let j1 : B1 → W and j2 : B2 → W are
given by:
j1(b1) = h(b1, 0) for b1 ∈ B1;
j2(b2) = h(0, b2) for b2 ∈ B2.
It is clear that j1 and j2 are isometric embeddings such that j1◦i1 = j2◦i2.
Remark 6. It may be shown that any quotient closed divisible (not necessary
2-divisible) class Xf enjoys the isomorphic amalgamation property too. For aims
of the article the preceding result is satisfactory.
The proof of a following results is almost literally repeats the Gurarii’s proof
[5] on existence of a space of almost universal disposition with respect to M. Only
changes that need to be made are: a substitution of a set M with M(Xf) for a
given class Xf and using instead the mentioned above isomorphic amalgamation
property of a set M the same property of a set M(Xf ). For this reason the proof
of it is omitted.
Theorem 12. Any ∗∗-closed class Xf contains a separable space EX of almost
universal disposition with respect to a set M(Xf ). This space is unique up to
almost isometry and is almost isotropic (in an equivalent terminology, has an almost
transitive norm: for any two elements a, b ∈ EX , such that ‖a‖ = ‖b‖ and
every ε > 0 there exists an automorphism u = u(a, b, ε) : EX
onto
→ EX such that
‖u‖
∥∥u−1∥∥ ≤ 1+ ε and ua = b). This space is an approximative envelope of a class
Xf : for any ε > 0 every separable Banach space which is finitely representable in
Xf is (1 + ε)-isomorphic to a subspace of EX .
Definition 10. Let X ∈ B generates a class Xf with a Minkowski’s base
M(Xf). It will be said that M(Xf ) (and the whole class Xf) has the coamalgama-
tion property if for any 〈A,B1, B2, h1, h2〉, where A, B1, B2 ∈M(X
f); h1 : B1 → A
and h2 : B2 → A are surjections of norm one, there exists a triple 〈H1, H2, F 〉,
where F ∈ M(Xf ); H1 : F → B1 and H2 : F → B2 are surjections of norm one
such that h1 ◦H1 = h2 ◦H2.
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Theorem 13. For a ∗∗-closed class Xf the dual class ∗
(
Xf
)
has the coamal-
gamation property.
Proof. Immediately follows from duality and results of the previous section.
Corollary 4. Any ∗∗-closed class Xf has the coamalgamation property.
Proof. As it follows from preceding results, any ∗∗-closed class Xf is the dual
class ∗W f , where W f = ∗
(
Xf
)
, and hence has the coamalgamation property.
Definition 11. A Banach space X is said to be couniversal for a class K of
Banach spaces if there exists a continuous linear surjection h : X → F for any
F ∈ K .
Theorem 14. Let Xf be a ∗∗-closed superreflexive class; EX be a separable
space of almost universal disposition with respect to a set M(Xf ). Then its con-
jugate, (EX)
∗
is couniversal for all separable spaces that are finite representable in
∗
(
Xf
)
.
Proof. Let W <f ∗
(
Xf
)
. Then W ∗ is isomorphic (up to any ε > 0) to a
subspace of EX . Hence, its conjugateW
∗∗ =W (by superreflexivity) is isomorphic
(up to the same ε > 0) to a quotient (EX)
∗
/ (W ∗)
⊥
.
Remark 7. In a general case (EX)
∗ is not the unique space which is couni-
versal for all separable spaces that are finite representable in ∗
(
Xf
)
. Other such
spaces may be obtained as conjugates to other separable approximative envelope of
a class Xf .
Theorem 15. Let Xf be a ∗∗-closed class. If all its separable approximative
envelopes are pairwice isomorphic then X is isomorphic to a Hilbert space.
Proof. Since EX ⊕2 X⊕ is also a separable approximative envelope of a class
Xf , it is sufficient to show that if EX and EX ⊕2X⊕ are isomorphic, than both of
them are isomorphic to a Hilbert space.
Let A →֒ EX be a finite dimensional subspace. Let
λ(A →֒ EX) = inf{‖P‖ : P : EX → A},
where P runs all projections of EX onto A.
It easy to see that λ(iA →֒ EX) = λ(jA →֒ EX) for any pair of isometric
embeddings, i, j of A into EX . Indeed, as was mentioned before, for any ε > 0
there is an automorphism u of EX with ‖u‖
∥∥u−1∥∥ ≤ 1 + ε such that i ◦ u = j.
Let P : EX → A be a projection. Then P ◦ u : EX → Ais a projection of norm
‖P ◦ u‖ ≤ ‖P‖ ‖u‖
∥∥u−1∥∥ ≤ (1 + ε) ‖P‖. Since P and ε are arbitrary, then
λ(iA →֒ EX) = λ(jA →֒ EX).
Consider a space EX ⊕2 X⊕. For any A ∈ H (X⊕)
λ(A,EX ⊕X⊕) = inf{λ(iA →֒ EX ⊕2 X⊕) : i : A→ EX ⊕2 X⊕} = 1.
If d (EX ⊕X⊕, EX) ≤ C <∞ then, since H (X⊕) is dense in M
(
Xf
)
, for any
finite dimensional subspace A →֒ EX
λ′(EX) = sup{λ(iA →֒ EX) : i : A→ EX ; A ∈ H (EX)} ≤ C.
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According to [6], EX is isomorphic to the Hilbert space l2.
Corollary 5. Any class ∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
either is generated be a space isomorphic
to the Hilbert one or contains a continuum number of pairwise non-isomorphic
separable approximative envelopes.
Proof. Let EX be not isomorphic to the Hilbert space l2. Then there exists
an infinite sequence (Am)m<∞ of finite dimensional subspaces of EX , such that
λ(Am →֒ EX) ≥ m (m ∈ N). Let M ∈ N be an infinite subset. Consider a space
XM =
∑
⊕{Am : m ∈M}2.
Among spaces of kindXM there are continuum of pairwice non-isomorphic ones.
Any space XM is separable; any sum EX ⊕2 XM is an approximative envelope of
∗ ∗
(
Xf
)
; if XM1 and XM2 are non-isomorphic then EX ⊕2 XM1 and EX ⊕2 XM1
are also non isomorphic. This proves the corollary.
Theorem 16. For any ∗∗-closed superreflexive class Xf and for the corre-
sponding separable space EX of almost universal disposition with respect to a set
M(Xf), its conjugate, (EX)
∗
, has the surjection property, i.e. admits a continuous
(linear) surjection on each its subspace.
Proof. (EX)
∗
and , hence, each its subspace is finite representable in ∗
(
Xf
)
.
Since ∗
(
Xf
)
is superreflexive and EX is separable then (EX)
∗
is separable too.
The result follows from the preceding theorem.
This theorem solves the mentioned above Banach’s problem on surjections.
Remark 8. It is of interest, that constructed above spaces EX and their conju-
gates (EX)
∗ has a lot of additional properties that will be described in other article.
Here will be given simplest of them.
Proposition 1. Let (EX)
∗
be a conjugate to a space of almost universal dis-
position from a ∗∗-closed class Xf that is B-convex but not superreflexive. Then
(EX)
∗
does not contain any uncountable unconditional sequence.
Proof. Let Xf be non-superreflexive but B-convex. Assume that {xi : i ∈
I} ⊂ (EX)
∗
be an uncountable unconditional sequence. Then it spans a reflexive
subspace
W = span{xi : i ∈ I}
of (EX)
∗. Clearly, W is weakly* closed and, hence, there exists a quotient EX/Z,
which conjugate (EX/Z)
∗
is isometric to W . However EX/Z is reflexive and sep-
arable, and hence, (EX/Z)
∗
also has these properties. This contradicts with non-
separability of W .
Remark 9. Analogously, (EX)
∗
contains no non-separable reflexive subspaces.
One more property of (EX)
∗
in a superreflexive case is the following property,
that may be called the almost cohomoheneity.
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Definition 12. A Banach space X is said to be almost cohomoheneous if
for every ε > 0 and for any pair of finite dimensional isometric quotients X/Y
and X/Z the corresponding isometry i : X/Y → X/Z may be lifted to an (1 +
ε)-automorphism of X, i.e. there exists such automorphism I : X → X that
‖I‖
∥∥I−1∥∥ ≤ 1+ ε and that i ◦ hY = hZ ◦ I, where hY : X → X/Y ; hZ : X → X/Z
are quotient mappings.
Proposition 2. Let (EX)
∗
be a conjugate to a space of almost universal dis-
position from a ∗∗-closed class Xf . Then (EX)
∗
is almost cohomoheneous.
Proof. Easy follows from definition of EX and from duality.
Remark 10. The existence of a such separable space WX (which is finitely
representable in a superreflexive ∗∗-closed class Xf) that posses such properties as
couniversality and almost cohomoheneity may be proved directly, without appealing
to EX , by using the coamalgamation property of a set M(X
f ).
It is naturally to called such a space to be a space of almost couniversal dispo-
sition.
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